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Context and aims
Transport requires new ideas given the impact of the Covid-19 epidemic, the rise of
working from home, the importance of addressing Climate Change and the levelling up
agenda.
We need to create a clean growth vision for the future based on a thriving green economy,
which benefits all residents in the region. The transport network needs to be integrated
between modes and have the customer at the heart of every journey for it to be a true
success.
The Thames Valley region needs particular focus given its complex commuting patterns,
connections to the aviation industry, pockets of localised poverty, and economic
importance to the UK -all balanced against the need to level up other parts of the country
meaning it may not receive the Government attention and investment required to support
potential future economic growth.

AIMS
This report seeks to provide a vision for what a green, inclusive and vibrant future
might look like with a customer centered integrated transport network.
This report sets out to achieve a shift change in how transport is viewed in the
region, taking into account the impact of Covid-19, Climate Change, the need to
be inclusive and create an economy and society fit for the future.
The report combines the future vision with real examples of best practice and
innovation that are taking place today within the region, and in other centres
around the UK.
The report is to introduce new ideas to move innovative thinking to the
mainstream and create a series of recommendations which Thames Valley Forum
can then take forward as the ‘Think and Do Tank’ for the region. The ideas put
forward here are offered to start a conversation about new ways of thinking and
what can be achieved by the region working together.
This report provides a vision of the future and some of the component parts to
create the vision. The next challenge will be to develop these component parts
and put them together to realise this vision.
We will take this challenge forward in a new initiative ‘Thames Valley Transport’.

Geography &
transport governance
The Thames Valley is defined by Thames Valley Forum as a western segment coming
out from Heathrow covering Berkshire, Buckinghamshire (not including Milton
Keynes), Oxfordshire, Swindon and the M3 corridor from Basingstoke to the M25.
This region has naturally evolved over time relating to geography, economic
development, cultural ties, transport, and housing. However, in recent years there has
been a move away from thinking about the Thames Valley region with either more
localised approaches, or by dividing the region between the northern part and the
southern part.
This move has been most clearly seen in transport with Berkshire and the M3 corridor
becoming part of the ‘Transport for the South East’ sub-national transport body, while
Oxfordshire, Swindon and Buckinghamshire have helped to form ‘England’s Economic
Heartland’, which reaches across to Cambridge as part of the Government
supported Arc project.
Thames Valley Forum supports the work of these sub-national transport bodies,
however it does raise the importance of voices for the region articulating and
promoting a Thames Valley perspective to ensure strategies and investments do not
end at borders and instead reflect the economic and geographical realities of the
region.

METHOD
This report sits alongside other Thames Valley Forum pieces such as on housing
and the economy. The better we make places removes the requirement for people
to travel further for work or leisure. This report also picks up on Thames Valley
Forum’s ideas on the economy, for example by connecting towns and ecosystems
within the Thames Valley better.
This report was created by research, interviews, original thought, and close
collaboration with partners.
An assumption has been made that the Covid-19 crisis ebbs away during 2021, but
that many practices such as remote working remain in place.

Executive summary
The report sets out a vision statement around a shared transport network which has
sustainability at its core and supports inclusive economic growth.
It takes in the key macro-economic trends and issues such as Climate Change, Covid-19
and inclusivity and the need to integrate transport with related areas such as the economy
and housing.
It sets out a vision statement of the future network and describes a picture of that vision
around the role of shared and integrated transport as a service. This is to help create a
green, inclusive and vibrant transport network linked within the region and to the rest of
the UK and the world.
It then looks at the latest developments and best practice across three levels:
Connecting the region to the wider UK/world, such as aviation and major railways
routes
Between the towns of the Thames Valley, such as the local train network and electric
vehicles
Within the towns, looking at aspects such as buses and autonomous vehicles
The report concludes with an initiative, Thames Valley Transport, to take forward the vision
and issues raised in this report and in the wider transport arena.
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V

Vision
The Thames Valley of the future will look different to the region today. In some ways we
can make predictions based on long term patterns and Government investment, for
example growth of the Oxford-Cambridge Arc, but in many areas there are great
uncertainties around population size and movements and nature of economy due to the
impact Covid-19 may have in the long term and the impact of Brexit.
As per Thames Valley Forum’s housing and economy reports, it is possible to state a
desired future and then break-down the key factors in reaching that vision to seek to
understand how we can help to achieve the future we desire.
The vision for the Thames Valley economy as set out in Thames Valley Forum’s Charter is
‘Green, Inclusive and Vibrant’.
That vision for the overall economy perfectly captures the requirements for the region’s
future transport network. We need a transport network that is ‘Green, Inclusive
and Vibrant’ and is linked within the region and to the world, i.e:
Linked within the region including between towns and within towns including to
employment areas, cultural and social locations
To the UK and the world including London, Heathrow and the seaports
We believe shared transport has to play a bigger role in the future if we are to achieve
net zero carbon creating a ‘Thames Valley Shared Mobility System’.
Seamless interchange will be needed to make travel in the future attractive.
Therefore the report vision statement is to be

VISION STATEMENT
“A green, inclusive and vibrant transport network linking the region together and
with the rest of the world. This means a green network that is as low as possible in
carbon emissions, which is inclusive for all parts of our society and supports a
growing economy. It does this by better joining the region within the area and
connecting to London, the rest of the UK and the world. It should be a network
that puts the resident at the heart of the network and seamlessly connect
between transport forms in a shared mobility system.”

V

Stantec - thank you to Stantec for their contributions and graphics including the Thames
Valley Shared Mobility System, A day in the life series, and 2069 visions.

1. Strategic
international
and national
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1.0 2069 Strategic Connections to Thames Valley
1.1 Aviation
1.2 Rail links to airports
1.3 Rail links to the rest of the UK
1.4 Freight and logistics

1.1

Aviation
The aviation industry has connected the
Thames Valley with the world and
brought the world to the region. These
links form a key part of the region’s
successful economic future, but in order
to support a thriving aviation sector it
needs to be as sustainable as possible.
For aviation to be a viable and
desirable method of transport in the
future it needs to improve its carbon
footprint. We need to support Heathrow
and the Airlines in becoming as
environmentally friendly as possible.

Heathrow's sustainability agenda
Heathrow 2.0 contained the aspiration
for growth from the new runway to be
carbon neutral. Having already focused
on making the airport itself carbon zero,
the roadmap sets out the four core
areas Heathrow will pursue to improve
the footprint of the airlines:
1 Accelerating the arrival of new
aircraft technology
2 Modernising airspace and making
ground operations more efficient
3 Encouraging the production and take
up of sustainable alternative fuels
4 Promoting the right carbon pricing to
support innovation and developing best
practice for offsetting in the UK
Green fuels for airlines
International Airlines Group, the parent
company of British Airways, has set out
the following commitments to be the
leading airline group on sustainability:
1 Clear and ambitious targets on
climate and noise
2 Integrating sustainability into our
business strategy
3 Maintaining leadership in our nonfinancial and carbon disclosures
4 Excellence in operational efficiency
5 Innovating and investing in future fuels,
aircraft and carbon technologies

1.2

Rail links to airports
The Thames Valley is close to the two largest international airports in the UK and
therefore good access via public transport is critical for both the future economy of the
region and also to remove polluting vehicles off the road.
The region needs to support rail access to Heathrow from both the West and the South
as well as improvements to the North Downs Line between Reading and Gatwick.
There could also be a case made for buses to play a greater role in providing direct
links from railway stations to airports such as Reading’s RailAir service.

WESTERN RAIL ACCESS TO HEATHROW
A proposed new direct rail link from the West to Heathrow would improve
journeys to Britain’s busiest airport.
Western rail link is the proposal to create a direct train line from Reading and
Slough to Heathrow providing environmental benefits and supporting economic
growth for the Thames Valley, South West, West Midlands and South Wales.
This would dramatically reduce the time to reach Heathrow and encourage
people to use the train rather than the car to reach the airport, particularly
easing congesting around the busy M4, M3, M25 pinch point.

SOUTHERN ACCESS TO HEATHROW
Heathrow Southern Railway (HSR) is a proposal to access Heathrow from the
South Western network.
It would involve the construction of 8 miles of new railway. The organisation
behind the project state that “HSR would open up access to and through
Heathrow from the south west and south east of England by enabling trains to
operate between Heathrow and Waterloo via Clapham Junction,
Putney, Hounslow, Twickenham, Richmond, Staines and other intermediate
stations; and between Heathrow, Woking, Guildford, Farnborough and
Basingstoke.”

1.3

Rail links to the rest of
the UK
Rail will have a key role in taking people from the Thames Valley to key destinations
around the UK.
While commuting patterns may change, it is still of great importance that residents
will be able to travel to London in a regular, frequent and quick way to maintain the
benefits of having a major global capital city on our doorstep.
Crossrail’s introduction puts many towns of the Thames Valley literally on the map as they
become part of London’s public transport network. Crossrail will provide direct access
from many towns to central London, the City and Canary Wharf.
HS2 is the next major national rail project and there is a concern that the region will be
bypassed between London and Birmingham. There is potential for Old Oak Common to
act as an interchange between the Great Western line, Crossrail and HS2 to provide
easier access to the routes and benefits for part of the region.
East West Rail is the major transport development taking place within the region to
support the ambitious Arc plans.

EAST WEST RAIL
This is a proposed rail link between Oxford and Cambridge with key stops inbetween. This will provide a means to connect these communities and economies
in a sustainable and affordable manner.
UK Government recently committed funding for the part of the line between
Oxford and Bletchley/Milton Keynes

1.3

cont...
There are new ideas for how to move people from one part of the country to other parts
several hundreds of miles away. We should always be open minded to these potential
solutions.

HYPERLOOP
The Hyperloop concept associated with Elon Musk may be nearer to becoming a
reality than many realise. The first passengers recently travelled on a hyperloop
testbed that Virgin Hyperloop have created. The test took place at Virgin
Hyperloop’s 500 metre DevLoop test site in Las Vegas, where the company has
previously run over 400 un-occupied tests.
This test run in November 2020 came as a regulatory path for Hyperloop has
become clear with guidance from US transport bodies which also allow for
hyperloop to become eligible for federal funding for projects.

MAGLEV
Maglev is trainlike in appearance but runs on magnets to achieve high speeds by
removing friction. The technology is currently only used in Asia including
achieving speeds of 270mph between Chinese cities.
There is a history in the UK of Maglev with a system operating between
Birmingham Airport and Birmingham International Railway Station from 19841995.

1.4

Freight and logistics
Transport and logistics is likely to be a major growth area in the future. We need to
ensure it is as environmentally friendly as possible.
A future integrated freight network could reimagine how we move goods around.
This is explored further in sections two and three focusing on transit between our
towns and within our towns.

2.
Connecting
within the
region
2.0 2069 Vision for Regional Future Transport in Thames Valley
2.1 An integrated Thames Valley transport network
2.2 Railway and public transport
2.3 Electric Vehicles
2.4 Freight

2.0
Connections within the region will be as important as to the rest of the UK. Existing routes
will need to be enhanced to allow for technological improvements and new forms of
transit should create new connections between different towns and cities within the
region. This could include:

Advanced Rapid Transit
This system would potentially use fixed prioritised routes and could operate along the
outer smart motorway lanes and serve key junctions/interchanges along the route,
allowing passengers switch to another mode of transport.
Autonomous Metro
This would potentially be a fixed route system, operating similar to a tram or bus rapid
transit service, offering high frequency services within the cities and major towns and out
to surrounding settlements.
Shared Autonomous Vehicles
This would be a demand responsive system. Vehicles would range in size depending upon
demand. These vehicles can mix with traffic or operate on segregated route. The smaller
shuttles can operate at low speeds on residential roads, within business parks, and/or
within other types of campuses/centres, and could potentially share segregated cycle
infrastructure.
Note: Hyperloop and Maglev are discussed previously in section 1.3

2.1

An integrated Thames
Valley network
The towns of the Thames Valley need to be better connected to each other
rather than focusing on links into London.
Just as the Northern Powerhouse seeks to add value by connecting the cities of
the North, the Thames Valley region can become much more than the sum of its
parts by connecting better within the region.

SOLENT TRANSPORT CASE STUDY
Solent Transport runs two products to improve travel in the region which have
had high usage:

My Journey, a one stop shop for all travel information about different travel
choices available to the public for journeys in Southampton, Portsmouth and
Hampshire
Solent Go, a multi-operator public transport smartcard/mobile app, allowing
seamless journeys across the Solent area by bus and ferry

Ideas

1

2

A tube map for the Thames Valley
A map of the major towns in the region and how they are
connected to each other by public transport could be created.
This will help create the feel of one interconnected region as well
as highlight the gaps that remain between certain towns.

An app for travel in the region
To go alongside the regional transport map there could be a
Thames Valley travel website and app, similar to the Transport for
London website, which helps people identify how to make their
journey by public transport.

2.2

Railway and public
transport
Railway connections between our towns are currently well provided, but there remains
some areas that would make a difference such as improvements to branch lines and
stations such as Bourne End and Marlow plus electrification continuing to Bedwyn.
Improvements in train wifi have taken place in recent years, but with the rise of remote
working and laptop provision there could be even greater wins with further
enhancements.
The electrification that has taken place has improved the carbon footprint of the trains
on the Great Western Railway and these are due to further improve with Hitachi Rail
offering innovative battery solutions to be trialed on the network.
The Cowley branch line in Oxfordshire would help connect the centre of Oxford with key
parts of the economy and housing in the City.
There could also be a greater role for buses in connecting our towns better together
where new rail links are not possible.

FLEXIBLE SEASON TICKETS
The idea of flexible season tickets has gained prominence due to the rise of
remote working since the first lockdown. Previous rigid ticketing approaches
meant that routines such as two or three days travelling into the office per week
were less cost effective. Flexible season tickets that take a per usage approach
could in future be used as the basis for a ‘mobility as a service’ approach.

2.3

Electric vehicles
The Government has set out that diesel and petrol car sales will be banned from 2030.
This goal can be supported but practical requirement is needed to ensure that electric
cars are practical to use in every sense.
Green tech has been identified as one of the key future growth areas for the Thames
Valley. This can range from the production of electric Minis in Oxford and include the
range of tech required for electric vehicles as well as other aspects such as Hydrogen.
The region, as with the whole UK, needs a step change in electric vehicle charging
infrastructure.
Electric charging provision needs to consider where people can not easily charge their
vehicles at home. Land is key to the role out of charging points and there is need for an
improved dialogue between providers and Local Authorities.
Electric cars need to be more affordable to take their usage into the mainstream ahead
of legislation. There are private companies offering a range of products and solutions
such as ‘Drive Electric’ and Carverter which may help in some instances.
Electric car clubs
E-Car clubs act like regular car sharing services, but specialise in electric cars which
means their parking point is at a charging unit. There was an e-car club in Oxford from
2013 until 2020.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING IN OXFORD
“Go Ultra Low Oxford is a government-funded project which provides on-street
electric car charging solutions for residents who are considering buying an
electric vehicle or own an electric vehicle and need access to electric charging
points to charge their vehicles but have no driveway.
Part of the Office for Low Emission Vehicles funding has been used in the now
concluded pilot phase, where six charging technologies were trialled around the
city."
The project now moves to stage two on delivering and installing around 100
chargers over the next two years.

2.3
cont...
HYDROGEN
There is a case for Hydrogen playing a role, especially for larger vehicles or
those with high usage. There is a view that hydrogen should even be the dominant
technology for cars in the future too.
The Hydrogen Hub works to support the development of the technology in the UK
and has a key relationship with Swindon.
“The Swindon Hydrogen Hub has over 30 organisations working together to
develop projects to deploy hydrogen and fuel cell technology. Working Groups
meet quarterly and are focused on the deployment of different technologies:
cars, buses, material handling vehicles and stationary power.
Hydrogen presents the UK with strong prospects for clean and sustainable
growth. Its use across a range of energy functions will be fundamental to the
future low carbon energy mix the UK requires as it implements its climate change
obligations.
The Swindon and Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership is a member of the
Hydrogen Hub which plans and encourages investment and deployment of
hydrogen technologies in the area. With Swindon being home to some of the
leading businesses in the hydrogen sector, this deep and specialised knowledge
of hydrogen technologies and investments presents the area with a unique
advantage.”

2.4
Freight
The transport and logistics sector is becoming increasingly sophisticated driven by the
growth in the sector due to internet purchasing.
We have already considered an holistic approach to freight in section 1.4 and Drones
are covered in section 3.5.
Other innovations that are likely to play a role include Autonomous lorries and delivery
robots.

AUTONOMOUS LORRIES
Self driving trucks may be one of the main adopters of autonomous technology.
The benefits include potentially safer roads by removing the human error factor.
The aspiration is for Level 4 and Level 5 autonomy by 2030 with potentially
earlier dates for off-peak hour use.

DELIVERY ROBOTS
Delivery robots have been in operation in the UK for the past year. Milton Keynes
and Northampton have already begun to receive grocery deliveries from robots.
They are small autonomous vehicles operated by a partnership between Starship
Technologies and Co-op stores.

2.4
cont...
Moving goods from town to town is a major growth area, but with an impact on
congestion and emissions and therefore innovative areas need to be considered such as
Magway.

MAGWAY: HIGH CAPACITY DELIVERY SYSTEM
Magway is an innovative e-commerce delivery system in which individual ‘tote’
sized loads are transported from origin to destination by linear-motor powered
vehicles in tunnels of approximately 1m diameter. Innovate UK funding has
enabled significant progress to be made in the development of the Magway
technology, identifying potential use cases, engaging with stakeholders and
development methods for planning routes and quantifying the economic benefits.
Although the Magway system is very flexible and suited for a wide range of
potential uses, its load capacity (size and weight) makes it more suited to
particular types of load. It is also particularly attractive to locations where
access by road is constrained in some way since Magway has the ability to
transfer a large number of items through a very narrow corridor.

3.
Connecting
within local
areas
3.0 2069 Vision for Local Future Transport in Thames Valley
3.1 Active travel – walking and cycling
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3.0
An integrated local transport network including active travel will be an important aspect
to the future success of transport including enabling the national and regional links.
We have spent many decades planning for the private car and have created a reliance
on this means of transport – resulting in congestion, poor air quality, poor quality places
for people to live, work and play. There is now growing acknowledgement of this and
many cities and some towns are seeking to create better places for people including
reallocating road space and planning for active modes, as well as planning
comprehensive public transport systems.
There is risk with the uprising of electric cars, that people perceive that these are ‘clean
and green’ and travel more, as result, with the added impact of people potentially not
returning to public/shared transport following the pandemic. Private electric cars means
a high demand for energy in manufacturing and operation; congestion; and therefore a
need for highway and charging infrastructure. Electricity is not fully decarbonised yet
and is not capable of accommodating this demand, along with other rising demands for
energy. Significant investment is needed to support an electrified future, and we are also
at risk of continuing to planning for the car rather than for people.
As we move to electric vehicles, the government will see reducing revenue from fuel tax.
It is expected that this will need to be replaced with a road user charge or mobility
charge.
Many existing households park their vehicles on-street, and therefore could not install
private charging infrastructure. On street chargers could clutter our streets, although
induction loops are also being considered. Societal refill stations could be created
which could be combined with facilities such as a café and refilling for other household
needs.
A seamless shared mobility system is needed, where whilst travelling, our time can either
be productive or relaxing. Our total energy demands per person are lower when shared,
including manufacturing, operation, and delivery of supporting infrastructure. Similarly,
all of us working at home in separately heated homes requires more energy, so there is a
balance on reducing on travel and working/studying/socialising in a shared facility.

3.1

Active travel (walking and
cycling)
Walking and cycling are excellent modes of transport within towns. Cycling can also be
used to join up nearby towns if more dedicated well surfaced off road routes were
available.
We need to encourage uptake of walking and cycling as the healthiest and most
environmentally friendly forms of travel.
Walking and cycling should be the most inclusive of modes of transport; however
cycling needs to have improved infrastructure to encourage more people to choose to
cycle. Safer and better lit walking pathways would encourage more people to walk
around towns.
Uptakes goes beyond affordability and includes safety, disability and culture. Walking
and cycling for practical purposes can be made fun and exciting and made to feel like
a formal mode of transport.
There are great examples taking place around the UK with Oxford leading the way in
the Thames Valley. Unfortunately the cycle hire scheme in Reading closed in recent
years.

MANCHESTER’S ACTIVE TRAVEL NETWORK
Greater Manchester has announced a 1,000-mile £160m walking and cycling
grid, including 1,400 safer road crossings and improved footways. This will create
the UK’s biggest connected walking and cycling network – known as Beelines.

3.1
cont...
OXFORD - A CYCLING CITY
Oxford City Council’s Vision 2050 – is to create safe and accessible cycling
routes across the city. The plans include to increase cycling as a form of
commuting including improved signage and routes.

STREETSPACE FOR LONDON
Streetspace has emerged during the pandemic to help authorities manage the
implications. Temporary cycle lanes and wider pavements are among the
changes which also include: Adding to the cycle network; Creating new walking,
cycling and bus-only; corridors in central London; Widening pavements so
people can safely walk or roll wheelchairs past queues outside shops or stations

ELECTRIC BIKE SHARING
Freebike is an electric bike sharing system in the City of London. The advanced
system not only includes a motor but also software to allow it to be located at all
times and ‘paused’ by a user while parked.

3.2
Buses
All parts of our towns and counties should have excellent and accessible transport links
within their own local communities to involve all parts of community in the economy and
society of our towns and encourage sustainable travel.
This local requirement includes the ‘first and last mile’ of longer journeys ensuring that
there are good options available to people to connect between transport modes as
part of their travel.

MAKING BUSES GREENER
Reading Buses have always been innovative with their use of fuel including
environmentally friendly bio-gas buses which reduce CO2 emissions by up to 84%
compared to an equivalent brand new diesel double deck bus.
Oxford, along with Coventry is set to be the UK’s first all-electric bus city working
alongside the Department for Transport on a bid. Subject to successful business
cases, each area could be awarded up to £50 million to not only replace its
entire fleet of buses with all-electric versions, but to also install new infrastructure,
such as charging stations, and pay for electric grid updates.
The change to a cleaner and greener bus fleet will help improve air quality and
reduce emissions, helping further deliver on the government’s efforts to
decarbonise the transport network, as well as support local businesses and jobs in
the UK developing green buses.

THE USE OF APPS AND DATA
Reading Buses has led the way in sharing open data and using innovative apps. It
has a ‘Tech Lab’, which to invite innovators and technology start-ups to test their
new ideas in a simulated operational environment.
The lab features a bus stop with a real-time information display, a bus arriving
including the front of a bus, a ticket machine and a destination display, and the
interior of a bus with seating, flooring and screens for visual and audio
announcements.

3.3
Autonomous vehicles
Another area for a vibrant economy is Autonomous Vehicles which is an exciting area
for innovation. It is also one where the region is world leading with the presence of
Oxbotica – the rapid growth company sepciailising in Autonomous Vehicles and trial
areas.
Milton Park is home to an innovative trial of fully connected and autonomous vehicles
on public roads. The vehicles are shared electric pods. The County is also home to
the Project Endeavour scheme which sees a fleet of six vehicles enabled by Oxbotica
to complete a nine mile round trip from Oxford Parkway Station to Oxford’s main train
station.

AUTONOMOUS BUS SERVICES
There is a project underway in Cambridge to develop an Autonomous Busway.
This will include a Level 5 autonomous 15 seater bus and demonstrate a real
transport system for fare-paying passengers during out-of-hours periods.

3.4
Micromobility
Electric Scooters and other forms of micromobility could play a key role as they offer
green movement around towns. Given the ‘micro’ nature these can potentially be
affordable if produced in large numbers.
Electric wheelchairs and mobility scooters have had the accessibility agenda at their
core from the beginning.
There is the potential for new industries and technology to emerge as we embrace
innovative ideas around micromobility. These modes of transport are ideal for travel
within towns.

LONDON AND MICROMOBILITY
The London Micromobility Alliance
The London Micromobility Alliance is a new and growing group that seeks to
research and promote micromobility (bikes, e-bikes, e-scooters, cargo bikes) in
London as a solution to many of the capital’s most pressing challenges. They took
part in an open letter to the Government asking for more support in the rollout of
micromobility vehicles across London.
In October 2020 Centre for London and 18 other organisations published an
open letter calling on the government to support the rollout of micromobility
vehicles – e-scooters, e-cargo bikes and e-bikes – across the capital.
E-scooters trial in London
London Boroughs are to take part in a ground-breaking trial of electric scooters
coordinated by Transport for London and London Councils.
To maximise safety during the trial, the Department for Transport has confirmed
that the use of e-scooters on pavements will not be allowed, speeds will not
exceed 15.5 mph, and a driver’s license will be required – this latter requirement
effectively setting a minimum age of 16 to rent one.
Participating boroughs have been granted the power to designate specific
areas as ‘no go’ areas through use of cutting-edge geofencing technology.
Scooters will be unable to enter these areas, automatically coming to a safe
stop. Scooter speed will automatically reduce to 8mph in ‘go slow’ areas.

3.5
Drones
Drones have the potential to reduce congestion and pollution by being used to deliver
the increasing number of online purchases to residencies.

DRONES IN READING
Reading is taking part in a demonstration on the future of drones for medical
reasons. Project XCelerate is in co-ordination with UK Government, BT and a
number of innovative companies and use an 8km corridor to show how drones
can operate safely.

Thames Valley
Transport

Taking this work forward: Launch
of Thames Valley Transport
The work and issues outlined here need
to be addressed by a combination of:
Lobbying UK Government
Joining up dots locally between
different areas
Encouraging best practice and
adoptions of innovation
Thames Valley Transport will focus its
initial work on bringing together groups
of like-minded partners across private
and public sector from around the
Thames Valley to discuss best practice
and practical solutions in a number of
areas such as:
Electric Vehicle charging
Encouraging active travel (walking
and cycling)
Better integrating between modes of
transport
Innovative solutions such as:
Drones
Micromobility
Tunnels for hyperloop or Magway
systems
Autonomous Vehicles
Uses of Apps and data

Therefore this report is launching
‘Thames Valley Transport’ – an initiative
to bring together all regional
stakeholders, private sector and
residents to ensure a transport network
fit for the future.
The group’s terms of reference, make up
and detailed activity will be scoped out
in the coming weeks.
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consulted during this process.

Their inclusion does not mean that they necessarily endorse this report.

NAME
William Knighton

ROLE
Stakeholder & Integrated
Transport Manager

ORGANISATION
Chiltern Railways

Kevin Travers

Head of Transport &
Infrastructure

Enterprise M3 LEP

Jane Jones

Head of Public Affairs

Great Western
Railway

Bob Mountain

Head of Supply Chain &
Logistics

Honda Motor Europe

Clare Jackson

Hydrogen Hub Manager

Hydrogen Hub

Robert Williams

Chief Executive

Reading Buses

Conrad Haigh

Solent Transport
Manager

Solent Transport

Rachel White

Head of Public Affairs

Sustrans

Bill Hicks

Head of Infrastructure

Thames Valley Berkshire
LEP

Dr Hannah
Budnitz

Research Associate in
Urban Mobility

Transport Studies Unit

Partners
Thames Valley Forum
Thames Valley Forum is known as ‘The Think and Do Tank' for the
region.
Thames Valley Forum is passionate about the region having a
successful future economy that is ‘Green, Inclusive and Vibrant’ as
set out in the New Thames Valley Economy Charter.
We exist to help to address thematic and cross boundary issues
by joining up dots between local areas and ecosystems to support
their growth and development in both policy and practical ways.

Stantec UK
We have been working with our clients and communities in the UK
for over 150 years. With over 1,700 people working in integrated
regional teams across the UK, we plan, design, deliver and
manage the development and infrastructure needed to support
the creation of sustainable, healthy and prosperous communities.
Our work begins at the intersection of client relationships,
creativity and community - providing effective and relevant
solutions, translating our client’s vision into valued consents,
deliverable plans for projects and programmes, and efficient
designs for delivery, based on technical excellence and deep
market insight.
.

Thames Valley Forum
www.thamesvalleyforum.org
Company number 12009156
Contact
Ian Binns
Director
ian@thamesvalleyforum.org

